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5 T sheet lifter operated from hand chain wheel
10 ton Model 5600 sheet lifter with dual hand wheels
Motorized sheet lifter with backup hand chain wheel
(4) 15 ton sheet lifters. Two lifters are attached to each crane and used in tandem to lift long sheet bundles.
(2) 5 ton Model M5600 sheet lifters for long bundle lifting
Model 5600 sheet lifter with standard length carrying angles.
Optional pin-on carrying angle extensions with storage stand.
10 ton sheet lifter with 30 ft pin-on carrying angle extensions
1,000 lb capacity sheet lifter with aluminum pick-up shoes
5 ton capacity Model M5600 with wide range 43” – 130”
15 ton sheet lifter with 40 ft carrying angles. Sheet range 60” to 120” wide.
10 ton Model M5600 sheet lifter with 40 ft carrying angles
20 ton model M5600 sheet lifter with fixed forks
20 ton model M5600 sheet lifter with fixed forks
25 ton model M5600 sheet lifter with fixed forks
Model M5600 motorized sheet lifter with adjustable forks
10 ton model M5600 sheet lifter with backup hand wheel and load restrictors
12 ½ T motorized sheet lifter
15 ton Model M5600
service class 3
20 T motorized sheet lifter
Adjustable forks for placement in pallets, around dunnage or handling short to long loads.
45,000 lb capacity hydraulically powered sheet lifter. Lifter has three sets of carrying arms with adjustable forks.
Motorized sheet lifter with manually telescoping arms
30 ton sheet lifter with adjustable forks and telescoping carrying arms.
15 ton, hydraulic sheet lifter with adjustable lifting forks and telescoping carrying arms to 40 ft.
Two-way cylinders, hose layout and HPU

Telescoping carrying arms with adjustable lifting forks.
Sheet Lifter with 40 ft long carrying arms and fixed forks
20 ton hydraulic sheet lifter
25 ton, hydraulic sheet lifter with adjustable lifting forks.
25 ton hydraulic sheet lifter with (10) adjustable forks each side.
25 ton hydraulic sheet lifter with (10) adjustable forks each side.
25 ton hydraulic sheet lifter with adjustable forks
25 ton hydraulic sheet lifter with adjustable lifting forks
Model M5600 motorized sheet lifter with adjustable lifting forks
10 ton, 90 VDC sheet lifter with motorized end pickup legs
30 ton sheet lifter, electric motor driven with fixed lifting pads and three hook bails.
35 ton model M5600 sheet lifter
With twin lifting bails
15 ton battery powered, radio controlled sheet lifter
10 ton radio controlled sheet lifter
10 ton radio controlled sheet lifter
25 MT, mill duty plate lifter
25 metric ton plate lifter, (7) fixed forks each side
Foam bun lifter
Foam bun lifter
Closed - Open
25 ton model M5600 sheet lifter with 3 sets of slider arms
Custom motorized sheet lifter with adjustable forks and powered rotation
5 T bundle lifter
5 ton bundle lifter
Sheet lifter with optional nested lubrication fittings